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Friday, October 16, 1987
The Daily
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 875
Oa 101 no. 31
Maine
by IL Nub Niel*
Stet ssodo.
season
It will be a historic. night
tonight as the Unisersils ot
Manse hockey team opens its
1981-88 season against the best
opener against U.S. team•
amateur squad in the nation:
the United States Olymjnc
team
the contest. slated for p.m
at the Alfond Arena. will be the
first e'er meeting between the
Olsinplans and the Black
Bears, a fact which has not
1 hr Maine Blot 1, Bears listen to non%
(rum oach Nhawn 55 21.h during 1 hursdas
escaped UMarne Coach Shawn
Walsh.
"This is the first time an
Olympic team has been here to
play a UnisersitV of Maine
team and it's doubly nice to be
the first (collegiate) team to
play them," Walsh said.
0%04, Deus ander•eitir
hockes practice in preparation of tonigto••
season opener -against the Ofsmpic team.
Administrators
hope to subdue
weekend parties by isaaatte Brews
by Mho (*tree
Jet .Rand. Alurnni (reek Council president recentls sent let
ler• to fraternits alumni telling them that large. open parties like
they had in the •'good old das.-s" at Homecoming are things of
the past.
"They are going to be more controlled." Rand said. • "Par-
tics this year are going to be brothers, alumni, spouses . and
girlfriends, and a small guest list "
Rand sent the letters to fraternity advisers and members of
fraternity housing corporations. asking them to inform- other
alumni that parties today are more restrained because of Concerns:- -
about habilits
"We just wanted to inform alumni of the current party situa-
tion at the Unisersity of Maine, where 80 percent of students are
under age and *here Residential Life has policies where they
gosern the parties," he said.
William Lucy. associate dean of Student Activities, said that
ens Homecoming fraternities areriiahring they need to be respon-
sible when partying.
isee PART I page 31
Tailgating at UMaine was .once a
' tradition of having a picni, on the
backdoor. of a car before football games
and maybe a beer or two
Not an'. more
This year police will not allnkegs iii
to the tailgating area and will discourage
consumption from bottles, said Brud
Folger. director of Athletic Promotions
And, the UMaine police chief said, a
$2 fee will be charged to all people
wishing to park in the tailgating area
Alan Reynolds, director of the
Department of Public Safety, also said
this '.ear's tailgating party area will now
mclude the new parking lot beside the
Alfond Arena
The money collected will go to the.
athletic scholarship fund, Folger said.
The tailgating area will extend from
the parking lot to the northwest corner
Owe TAll. page 81
Jr.
Seeing alumni return
'makes it all worth
while ' for Pat of Pat's
Pi/ill. Page 6.
"It's a real ruc c.em that
happens only once every four
years and may neser happen
again," he added.
The Black Bears will have
their work .cut out for them,
though. The Olympians bring a
deceis Ina 7-10-2 record into the
contest, with two of those wins
coming at the expense of Na-
tinnal• Hockey I cague or-
poncnts (the Detroit Red Wings
and the St. Louis Blues)
On top of that, six of the
sescn U.S. squads' losses to
NHL teams were by a single
goal. ,
- "Even though we didn't win
too mans games (against the
our coach _MO  _Pteaa-.
et!,' said former UMaiiie-
defenseman and U.S. Olympic
team member Eric Weinrich.
been an experience play
mg against NH! learns."
And!astWednesdaythet S
squad crushed the American
flockes I eague's Adirondack
Red Wings by an 8-2 score.
In that contest Weinrich
picked up his first goal, to go
with three assists on the season
"We played well (Wednes-
day) against Adirondack."
U.S. Olymikc coach Dave
Peterson said. "Eric had a big
game for us and sseexpect
more like that from turn. '1--
With - this being UMaine's
first contest- of the season.
Walsh is .a little less than op-
timistic , about his team's
chances.
','It's a cotossal mismatch."
'Walsh said. "I•dhe pretty, hap-
py if we kept it within,. five
goals." -
UMaine forward. Todd
Jenkins echoed the thoughts-of
his coach_
"We just hope to keep the
game close, within three, four.
or use goals," Jenkins said.
"They're a fast club and a
big club." he added
"They're representing the
United States; they're the hest
in college hockes. "
Seven of the 25 Olympians
played for teams in Hockey
East last season: Brian leetch.
Boston College:. Oreg Brown.
BC: Craig Janney, BC; Kevin
Stevens. BC; Scott -Young,
Boston University: Clark
Donatelli. HI , and Weinrich.
(see HOCKEI" page 101
Drinking restrictio- ns, contest
highlight this year's
Drinking will be discouraged by police et this
sear's tailgating arra which will be held in the new
.Alfond Arena parking lot.
Parade, Hall of Fame
induction among
Homecoming actisitirs.
Schedule, page 7.
'in
Black Bear star Eric
Weinrich returns to
Orono, this time for the
01,mpic team. Page In.
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Celebrations change over the year
I a Iloin elan
St an Writer
Colorful parades, exciting sports
events, and reu(iiting with old acquain-
tances — it's an annual weekend tradi-
tion antin—,TFWnseconting arthe truvL-1--
sit) of Maine.
This year marks the 112th weekend.
and a lot has changed since the first
unofficial Homecoming in the fall of
1900.
Early editions of the .lame .41a•mnu6
and The Daily Maine Campus record
the ftrst attempt at present day lestisities
when a group of student. traseled bs
BLOOM COUNTY
Doonesbury
Rubes®
train to support the school's football
team in a game against ColbV College
in Waterville
A year later, faculty and students
gathered at Alumni Hall on a Friday
night for a pep rails before the next
da)'s fcxxball game Coaches spoke and
the bend played at the rallies and -
students cheered school songs. For the
nest 10 years, these gatherings were
knossn as Maine Night
In 1931. the Alumni Council Ex-
ecutive Committee abolished Maine
Night and originated Homecoming
Vs eekend. These early articles said the
format was changed because the_coar 
mince believed that the alumni "should -
be given sonic opportunity to discuss
matters of mutual interests with the
faculty and to renew old acquain-
tances "
But some of the newsworthy activities
hase changed for Homecoming 'over the
years.
In a N_osemr  1919 issue -of-The
Campus,Mkaratantce_and 
fencing 
cing
highlightsdemonstrations 
emiratsof 
to
thsc)
,
engaged on the weekend
weekend were on the front page with a
Toting of which fraternities had a par-
ts. who got pinned, or who became
In 19'7'. there was an Organizational
Fair featuring events ranging front
:ow milking and pie-eating contests.0
by Berke Breathed
40/ /180.3/0
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By Leigh Rubin
The svorld s iongest chess match between Vlischmer Gpovitch
and Ivan Zundorfski was disoualified from The Guinness Book of
Weld Records when both players were discovered to be deceased
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There was also parachute jumping, dot--
MU-my, and fraternity decorating con-
tests and an S8.000 fireworks display in
the cnening
In that same year, .UMaint renewed
a long-standing tradition of the
Horneconung Queen contest, which had
ended in 1969 because t4 was considat'd
der a tug tuwwnen 
Nev. traditions are still being create'd
todaN This year will mark the second
annual (Maine Sports Hall of Fame
dedication
Each year a select grbup 01 people are
recognized as mayor contributors. in
cluding athletes, coaches, and ad
ministrators. to the at hlet ic department
and in doing so has enhanced the image
and reputation of the Unisersits of, .
Maine
Nancy Dysart, director of Alumni Ac
trvities and in her tsvelyth year of
organizing Homecoming, said the ma
yor change over the years is the par
tocipation of students
"It's not rust returning alumni,"
she said. "Novi there is more insotve
ment of students And it should be that
was. "
Some of the new esents this year in-
clude a. tailgate picnic area in the new
Alfond par king.lot. and a Homecoming
Luncheon. boatel by the Graduate "St"
Club. to he held at II am in from of
the beat statue outside the Memorial
Gym on Saturday
Dysart said the Farmers' Market, now
in its third year. will offer a "bigger
cartels" of home-made food and the
(-raft Fair, which will be its ninth sear
at I Maine Homecoming, is the largest
craft fair in the state as well as northern
Nev. England
"There's rust so much to do," she
said "It's a huge country-lair with lots
of ()Pitons for peo-ple to choose
rom "
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Elett,wysis is the answer
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and feel better
For permanent results-Calf
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to be selected-from-five finalists
Fise of the state's ,ounties• are
represented by the finalists for 1987
Homecoming Queen at the University of
Maine.
The candidates are Gina Branagan of
York Harbor, Elizabeth Jane Gordon of
Windham. Laurie Ann I aqualia of
Brewer. Sherry 1 cc Tracy of
Skowhegan-, and So•-•n Well -of-
Lewiston.
The queen. selected Iss vote of the stu-
dent body,. will be crowned in
ceremonies on Alumni Field Oct. 17.
prior to the 1 p.m., football game bet-
ween (Alarm. and Richmond.
The finalists were selected from an in-
itial 22 applicants and 10 semi-finalists.
based on leadership ability, school
spirit. academic honors and scholarship.
service to the university and communi-
rs, and general character •
The screening committee was com-
prised of representatiscs from UNIaine
administration, the athletic department,
and student honor, leadership and ser-
vice organizations. including All-Maine
--Women and the Sentur-Strutts7
. The Homecoming Queen and her
„ourt are sponsored by the Senior
Skulls
Branagan. 2.1. is a junior majoring in
music education. the daughterof Bill
and Jennie. Branagan of York Harbor,
she is sice president and lOtii uidfiágCi
of the University Singers and
secretary. treasurer of the Music
Educators' National Conference.
She- is also treasurer of the Dom
Closernment Board for Somerset Hall,
and a member of the Pep Group, a cam-
pus organization that encourages and
promotes school spirit
*Party 
(ordon, 21, is the daughter of Nor-
man and Dianne Gordon of Windhana-
The senior political science major is vice
president of All-Maine- Women.
treasurer and senior Panhellenic
representative of .Chi Omega, and a
member of the Senior Council.
She is also active in the Student Alum-
na Association- servuigas corresponding
secretary, on the Standards Board, as
student coordinator of the Senior
Challenge Program, and in leadership
.roles in campus and community sers ice
projects such as Mame Day .
- I aqualiC.22. is a senior majoring in
communications disorders. The
daughter of Walter and Nancy Laqualia
of Brewer. she is a member and ex-
ecutise assistant of Pi Beta Phi, and
secretary of All-Maine Women.
. At UStaine, she has seised as an ad-
miSsions summer intern. Dingo •tour
guide, and student inters lesser. During
the fall 1986 semester, she sersed a con-
gressional internship in Washington
with Congresswoman Olympia Snowe.
Tracy-. 21, is the daughter of Clifford
and Esther Tracy of. Skowhegan. A
senior majoring in speech communica-
tions, she is a member of Delia Delta
Dena, presentls serving as song and
fraternity education chairperson. She
.has pres loud) chaired Tri Delta's social.
phtia-fhsopies. and actisities programs
An aerobics instructor at UMaine's
- Memorial Gym, Tracy is a former
member of the UMame Dance Com-
pany and was publicity chairperson for
Maine Day. 1981.
W all, 21, a senior majoring in
business administration and marketing.
is the daughter of John and Nancy Wall
1 he five finalists for 1937 Homecoming Queen are, from left, deeding: Seen"
(racy, Elizabeth Gordon. Susan Wall; and Gina Branagan and 1..aurie Laqualia.
of Lewiston. She is corresponding
secretary of Gamma Sigma Sigma and
past membership vice president and
parliamentarian of the service sorority.
A member of the Non-Alcoholic Pro-
gramming Board, she previously served
as secretary of BACCHUS, a student
group that promotes awareness of
alcohol-related issues and works to
alleviate problems of alcohol abuse
Wall is also a member of All-Maine
Women and past president of
Sophomore Eagles
"The unisersits has made only one re-
quest of fraternittes aa^f•ng to hold
parties and that is to be legal,- he
said "If people behase themselves. the
should be able to hase a good time."
About 1 UMaine police officers will
be on duty Saturday night, but they will
not be looking to break up parties unless
they have to. said John Gray, assistant
director of the USlaine Department of
Public Safety.
"If es cry beicly is behairitigibemsels
and we don-I-know: d•bout-a-ptusty,--w-hist--
can we do.'" he said -
Gray said police officers usually find
out about fraternity parties when they
are tailed to break up fights, when so-
meone requires medical attention, or
when they pull over dos ers they suspect
are intoxicated
"If there is a party where liquor is in-
yolsed and there are minors there, we
will probabls report (the fraternity) to
Dean 1 , " he said
Rand said at puns fraternities thu
weekend-a few
4710
CA 3A 5 \ I
• __-
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iza iwasiateismit saisic,ow %tali*
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942 7492
Opening: Friday, October 16th
A SOUTHWESTERN FLAVOR
Featuring Tex-Mex, Mexican. Cajun, Barbeque and
American Cuisine from Benjamin's Menu
Plus your Favorite Frozen Beverages
Luncheon Served Mon.- Fri. Featuring Benjamin's Menu
Visit FERNANDO'S HIDE-A-WAY
(Under Casa Bonet.")
7 Evenings a week, Light Menu Available From 5-9 P.M.
Sample our BONITA MARGARITA
Along With A Full Selection 01 Frozen Delights
04_
to look out for and present problems
In addition, he has asked house cot'
portation officers and fraternity advisers
to chaperone parties and make sure
eyerythina is kept under control
reontinued from page I
In the past. Homecoming parties were
large. " Arumal House" events
Alumni must realize that has Jiang
ed. Rand said
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY •
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summerless schoolyear_ ,Linda McGivern
ummer means man) things to many people.
long lazy-days_ part-time jobs, suntans _ 
and algebra homework.
Yes, algebra homework - at least for the students of
Los Angeles. thanks to a decision by the Los Angeles
Board of Education that will put all of the city's
592,000 students on a I2-month schedule beginning in
July of 1989.
School all year? No summer sac.ation? At first it
sounds like hsing hell, but it does make sense consider-
ing the„circumstances...
Los Angeles' 618 schools hold an average of 957.9 -
st-u-dents each:which, according to a New York Tinges •
stor!.., is the main reason for the plan.
Because of osercrowding, trial programs weteini-
plemented several years ago, the Times story stated.
with 25 percent of the city's stuilents going to school
year round.
With the 12-month schedule, administrators can keep
classroom size down by alternating % &cations among the
students. .
Thus, students still will go to school for 180 days per
year, but instead of having down time, traditionally in
the summer, when the schools are not utilized, not all
students are on vacation at once.
Atypical student may go to school for 60 weekdays.
then go on vacation for 20 weekdays the TEM ex said.
The most popular vacation option for students would
give them the months of August. December, and April
off.
That isn't too tough to take With l os Angeles
weather, a month off is a month off whether it comes .
iii-Fe-Fruary or Juls.
Proponents of the plan say the iacie of. a-three-month
break ma s increase test scores and academic
achicsement.
Reluctantly. most critics must agree that alter a sum
mer of non-cerebral activits it takes a' while to get back
into the swing of things.
Also, how much of French I or a similar -building
block" subject has to be rehashed before a teacher can
go on to new niaterial?
On the negative side, students who hase to hold down
pan-time jobs while in school, for whatever reason, will
bc hurt. _
With sacations of only a month, emplosers who!.
traditionally hase relied on summer labor by high
school students will have to find other alternatives, or
retrain a new work force every 30 *erkti3r.. -
What will the cons ersion of Los Angeles do to the
way the rest of the country looks at. education?
Could it shock our youth into performing in the
classroom? Or will it turn the entire school year into a
breeding ground of seniornis - "Vacation's coming
soon I can coast in from here."
b'sz-
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.1 space odd-essay
1 ass week c.1cft09LhCtiO.. 1.4ru..5
'Stalks Aker. on the brink .of destruction
as the diabolic Dark Visor prepared to
arnbuh him in the empty Uniser_sity_p_f
\lame parking 
gfrrina7tri!ezno.as
htrird  the .
h‘euittirzaikt:cir
unmistakeable trod of V iS01.11 At .1e;
behind him
"So we meet at last: a traditional bat-
tle between good and esti,
Siallwalker said without turning
"Ha 'ha. •• sneered Visor. "You
think, you're so special Mallw siker But
there is something I must tell you
Something OH Whine Cannoli conse-
nicruls forget to mention during your
Beddie-lise knight training."
"Nothing you could say would touch
me VISO!' You're just a slimy Beddie
Bye knight who was seduced by the
A rong Side "
"Oh yeah? Weil I upus, you'll be
ppy to know that you are, in fact, my
niece, two test tubes removed."
Mallwalker quickly turned" Red-
faced, he hissed., "Liar. Liar, your pants
are on fire. -
Visor Stuck his tongue out at
tSfruaellsy"alker and said, "Nope. it's
Mallwalier knew he had to get away
from Dark Visor as soon as possibk.
The only way was to use his laser-
operated five-speest time warp OOZSC He
craftily set the time mechanism for one
hour in the future and pressed the
button
The next thing our hero knew, he was
standing on dirt . He looked around and
realized that his laser-operated fisc-
speed time warp oone had malfunction-
ed But what time was it, and where was
he?
Two women in strange outfits with
pine  trees on their cheeks walked by.
They eyed Mallsvtlket and one said.
• • Homecoming sure brings out the weird
ones oh my god, he has a gun " At
which time the women darted off ,
Dazed, our hero Stumbled forward
still agonizing user [)ark Visor's
rerciat10111.
A man in a dark uniform with a
primrose looking brown stick approA-h
edhdiym7.c:autiouil) " DJou got any Ibud
"What's ID," Mallwalker said,
"06n7t get smart with me, kid. I can't
let you into the tailgate area without
some ID. So let's hase it
Mrd-rwaliter :pulled out -Itis laver-
operated fist-speed Unit watp_Otline and
said, "Visor sent you didn't he?"
. A few alumni-1%h spectators watched
in aweoiLsse_af the__ unisersit) officer struck
Mal lhvalka over the head with his
upus. who was hasing a ser) bad
day, fell tcrtheground while 10.000 fans.
.hecred on the UNlaine Black Bears as
against 
hmthey athletic endeasorg
Thc time: Oct 1987
Next week our hero undergoes a
Residential Life campus police inter-
riPtation and grits to warp hock to the
future
The Dads' Maine f 'amp
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To the editor:
Oct. 19-25 is National
legiate Alcohol Aware
-Week.
If only. How many tint
_
your life has that simple ph
alreads come to mind? !Y
often than most- of us sc,,
like to admit.
Crenerally, the conscque
of "if only..." can be
tilled. This is not always
taw where di ii, ing and dim
or drugs are concerned
Our nationwide campaig
Council o
To the editor -
Attention Seniors' Belie
or not Sias 'th is just WC
the corner and the 1988 Sc
Council is in full swing ph
ing exciting esents for
senior year
Recent officer elections ,
held and the results ari
follows
t antis Faulkner presid
asandra Brun. P
Starchi-sice presidents
Kitty -MacDonald liras
- Kate Marshall -secretai
Other Senior Cou
members include 1 uci Ca
Maureen Costello. Stay
Dress. Beth Gordon. 5
Moore. Peter Oh,. ICI Mau
O'Donovan. \,lars Beth Sk
Dase Soutwich, Tami Tw
and Anne Winship
We also would liki
welcome our Junior repro
tatives, who were selected
-Commentaiy-
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Response
Don-t- let family and _friends drive_ tirimk
To the editor•
Oct. 19-25 is National ol
legiate Alcohol Awareness
Week
If tints. How mans times in
sour life has that simple phrase
ilreads come to mind? More
often than most-,of us would
like to admit. •
Generally, the consequences
of "if only " can he rec-
tified. This is not always the
case where dr is trig And drinking
or drugs are concerned
Our nationvode campaign to
end the senseless slaughter by
impaired drivers is making
headwas But the effect of im
paired driving remains
horrendous.
Year in and year out, im-
paired driving les as a gruesome
toll On our nation During the
past decade some 250,000 peo-
ple lost their lises in alcohol-
related crashes, one death every
20 minutes. I ast year nearly
half of the 53,800 auto deaths
in this countrs were alcohol or
drug related.
Council officers- elected_
To the editor:
Attention Seniors! Believe it
or not %Ir. 'th is. lust around
the corner and the 198$ Senior'
Council is in tull swing plann-
ing exciting esents for our
senior year
Recent officer elections were
held and the results arc as
follows:
Cindy Faulkner president
(asandra Bruns Peter
Ma/chi— ski- presidents
Kitty Slak.1)onakl- tteasurer
- Kate %Iarshall —secretary
Other Senior Council
members include: I ix, Carter.
Maureen ( ostello, Maureen
Drew, Beth Gordon. Steve
Moore. Peter Ouster. Maureen
0*Donosan. Mars Beth Skillin,
[Use Soutvoch. Tarni Twarog
and Anne Winship. -
W e also would like to
at-1.mile our junior represen
tatises. who were selected at a
reception on September 30th.
They are: John Kashmar. Beth
Shea. Chip-Taylor and Steve
Trachtenberg.
1 hese juniors will be
shadowing this year's officers
in preparation for their senior
year
All members are excellent
representatises and hose some
great ideas hut we are still look-
ing forward to sour input We
will placing a quest:ono:re in
the Campus during the first
week of Nosember. some areas
of consideration are: class mot -
to, Commencement speaker.
and Senior Week esents.
We are open to suggestions
so feel free to sisit our office in
the Student Gosernment Office
on the third floor of the union
We, the members of Senior
Council. ins ltd sou to share in
the planning of the best sernor
• year that l'Maine has es'ef seen
indy Faulkner
President
Senior Council
At this rate more than half of
us in this country will be !rook -
ed in an alcohol or drug-related
crash sometime in our lifetime
Fspecially tragic is the impact
of drunken or drugged driving
on those with so much yet to
give.
For those age 16 to 24,
drunken driving represents the
leading cause of death.
Although this age group ac-
counts for ettly 20 percent of
the licensed drivers in this coun-
trs, they are invols-ed in 42 per-
cent of all alcohol-related
crashes.
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awarerness Week provides us
.with an opportunity each year
to consider our drinking
behavior and how it may im-
pact us or the ones we love.
As we approach this impor-
tant week don't place yourself
in a situation that you will
regret. Rather, watch what you
drink, serve or ask for non-
alcoholic drinks. If others are
concerned about you, listen to
them and don't drive. By the
came token. be willing to .stop
your friends or family menfhers
from driving if they are in no
condt ion to do so.
Do everything in your power
to be sure that your own special
circle is never diminished by
loss or injury. Don't be afraid
to show you care, where im-
paired driving is concerned.
Don't wake up in the morn-
ing thinking. "if only... "!
Dr. Robert- Dula
Substance _Abuse Services
Do not be nit-pickey about parking
until you do something about it _
1 o the editor:
After receiving my second
• ticket this morning, I thought
I would drop you a line to tell
you what a great job you folks
at the police department are do-
ing spotting parking violators.
Near the end of the semester
last spring. I was issued a ticket
(or parking in a handicapped
zone. Great! You got mc, ex-
cept for the fact that there was
no sign there to alert MC that
the particular spot was a
whecJchan zone
It seems that a snow plow
had mangled the sign so badly
that at was no longer in place.
The officer did not care He
told me I had been going to
school here long enough to
know that space was for the
handicapped
He was right, of-course_ I
have been going to school here
for almost a year and it was
about time I taped a map to my
dash board and noted where
these spaces were located
Then today I received a ticket
for parking in a 30 minute lot
for 45 minutes. Great job.
fellas! I am glad that the officer
did net take into consideration
that I had just gotten out of
work and had a 9:00 class in the
gym and that the Alfond Arena
lot is under construction which
cuts into the number of spaces
at the gym considerabls
I would like to congratulate
the parking team for not letting
the most minute offenders off
even though the parking situa-
tion is so inadequate that you
have to arrive-at 6 a.m. for your
noon class if you wantto park
where you will not receive a
ticket for some ridiculous
reason .
Keep up the good work! Do
not just get the people who
park on the grass or in the fire
zones or without a sticker or in
a handicapped or in a faculty
lot when they have a resident
sticker, also get the ones who
back into a space when you
prefer that they drive in or not
parked perfectly in the center of
the lane with 19 7, 16 inches on
each side of the car, or the ones
where the bumpers stick out an
inch or two into the space in
front of you, or the blue two
door car that parks next to the
red station wagon without even
considering that the high socie-
ty people think it looks tacky.
One last suggestion. Until
you do something to remedy
the, parking problem, do not be
so rut-picky.
Mark Descheshe
Orono
ry
Unconstitutional inn oculations
As a teacher. I routinely use analogies to clarify
principles or concepts to students. 1 often have the
uncomfortable feeling that I aril not using the best,
analogs. but as class tune draws near, you go with
what sou have
This university is planning to disenroll students
who fail to comply with a state law that requires
students to take a SefICs of shots Of to verify that
they have already received them. This action of
disenrollment is some% hat analogous to an electric
utility culnng Off someone's power because they
failed to obey some state law
The impact of disenrollment or loss of electric
power on an individual is substantial and the
Justification for it should be equally substantial.
Normally an electric utility will cut the sers•ices
of customers who fail to pa) their bills and who
refuse to ccamerate with the utility toi making other
arrangements to meet their financial obligations.
Both unisersities and electric utilities recognize the
importance of the services they provide to the public
and refuse service when there simply is not other
alternative.
Now enters our beloved legislature with a law that
suggests that it is proper and lawful to cut critical
sers ices to families and individuals if they fail to
comply with other provisions of state law. The
university will err slit complies with this law and
forces students to take innoculations against their
will. .
Not haying studied law. I am entitled to express
only my personal opinion that the law is unconstitu-
tional. To the extent that the law is improper, the
university has numerous institutional mechanisms
to dull or delay the implementation of this law.
First, the university has a major responsibility for
maintaining its autonoms from other branches .of
government and jealousy guarding the principle of
academic freedom. The governor has no right to
dictate what I teach in the classroom. Not has he
the right to dictate who may sit in the classroom.
As a university our first allegiance must be to the
people of this state. We are the preeminent institu-
tion in this state with the charge of presenting to
the state information which is unbiased. We have
no business trying to regulate * ho tray-Teem e this
information or allowing anyone else to do so. 11 is
a pity that the legal staff of this university cannot
find a basis for non-compliance.
I have no doubt that the people of this state will
take us to account if we do comply.
Second, the university, has a major responsibili-
ty to define very preciseFY what it may and may not
do as an educational institution.
Presently the university is acquiring evidence on
the innoculat ion status of Students. It is determin-
ing whether or not students have complied with a
state law and it intends to punish students it finds
in non-compliance. These activities are exclusively
Russ Parker
the task of the administrative and the judicial bran-
ches of government. I cannot accept that these ac-
tivities are legitimate activities for an educational
institution.
Third, the university has a major responsibility
to examine its conduct within the broader context
of inhics, both secular And religious.
The foundatidn of any educational institution
must be its total commitment to the superiority of
enlightenment over the use of coercion Vs'ebster's
dictionary says to coerce is "to restrain forcibly;
to compel, to force." It says to enlighten is "to
shed the light of truth and knowledge upon: to free
from ignorance and error." To free from ig-
norance IS the soli task of the University of Maine.
It seems a pity that A university that is slow to
*fly a student an education because he has no
money will airstreive another who has no conscience
It does not matter that a student should have his
shots. It does not Matter that provision has been
made for conscientious objectors to decline these
shots. It matters that an educational institution will
use its power to destroy the simple exercise of a stu-
dent's will. There are students who simply do not
want these shots. It is not the university's business
to force them!
Russ Parker is an associate scientist and lecturer
of Agricultural and Resource Economics
•
'
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" 4in•t Misbehavin'." the luny kuard-vvinning musical is a sellout at the
1 niversitv of. Maine, hut a sarietv of top entertainment acts are still ahead
during the Maine ( enter for the kris' 198"-A season. I he 197A Broadwav
hit. "kin't Misbehavin'." featuring the music of "Fats" Nailer and the
1930. Harlem night club scene will be perfrumed (hi. 17-18 as part of
Homecoming '87 festivities. I or additional information, call the hosoffice
at SA1-1755. weekdavs II:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m
CALENDA
MAYS
Play. "California Suite," October 16
and 17 at Hallowell r ity Hall. All cur-
tain times arc at 8 p.m. Ticket prices are
S6 for adults. S4 for students and senior
riti7ens Reservations call 622-7144 after
7 p.m:- Other tickets may be purchased
at the—door.
Phis. "Cloud 9." October 14-17,
Hauck Auditorium. 8 p.m.
LF,CTU RCS
Lettere. Novelist Louis Caron of
Quebec will talk about his native land
and its literature, October 20. Honors
Center, 7 p.m. ,581-4222.
Lecture. 'State of the Art in Headbox
Design and Forming." Dick Hergert.
Beloit Corp., Beloit, Wis. 100 Jenness,
2- 10 p m. (Chemical Engincenng)
SEMINAR5
Seminar, "Where Did the Spruce Bud-
worm Go, and When Will It Be Back?"
John Dimond, professor of en-
tomology, 204 Nutting. noon.
Seminar. "Managing Your Money in
Six La” Steps." October 16 and 23.
9-11 a m. at Bang& Hall University
College Given by Louise Kirkland To
register ea11-581-6132 or toll free
1-800-442-2092 ext. 333.
Seminar. "Bryozoan Larvae as Mosiacs
of Multifunctional. Cilia,"
Christopher Reed. Dartmouth College,
October 16. 102 Murray. 3:15 p.m.
!&-larerW oitintwab..
SHOWS
Planetanum show, "Halloween Lights
and Frights, •' a new hfo.v.ley
that blends legends of the 'spirit world,
creatures of the night, and special effects
into one 40-minute special October
15-31, Wingate Hall, Thursdays 6:30.
Fridays 7 p.m., Saturdays p.m.
Admission
2
Performance, "Responding to
Chaos." l's character actress Jud!
Sloan. October 18, Grand Auditoriun
in Ellsworth, 230 p.m. Tickets $6; S
for_semor =lines and children undpr 12
1 ickets asailable by calling 667-Il919.
MLWELIANEOUS
Telecoafereuee Trom Washington.
D.C., featuring a panel of international-
's recognized authorities, discussing
"Poserts. Hunger. and In-
terdependence," 12 noon, October 16.
Memorial Union, World Food Day
Series 581-4706.
Phylies colloquium, "Liquid Mixtures:
Liquid Crystals, Microemulsions, and
Subfactants." K. Dawson. Cornell
University, October 16. 140 Bennett.
3:10 p.m
Hockey, UM vs.  Olympic Team,
Alfond .Arena. October 16, 7 p.m.
Admission.
IBM PC User's Group, October 16. 3:15
p m . EVA Room, Memorial Union.
Call 2510 or 1987
"Cloud 9" contains vast
mixture of sexual roles
Review
Its aWan
VOtonlarirt Wine;
- • •
What do stereotyping, adultery,
homosexuality and incest all base in
common? There are all featured in the
Maine Masque Production of "Cloud
As the plas opens, the setting is in
Africa in the 1880s. The female. roles
(which are portrayed by both males and
females) are shown to be fragile and sen-
sitise The men are dominating forces
that protect their women.
- Not only is the "weaker sex" em-
phasized, but also prejudice; as shown
with a black sersant_
Act Two .shosvs-t he characters t w en t y
_five- years older but in a present day
setting.
While the women hese become more
liberated, sterotypical images of them
are still conveyed In this act deeper, in-
ner emotions about. human sexullity is
shown - whether-it be between people of
the same sex or fermi)
The play ends with each person excep-
ting herlin feelings
Director Leroy Clark feels this pro-
duction is important, because it tests
traditional roles that are today being
broken down
"I behese the author is tryina to say
that we need to accept who we are -
w hoes er that is." said Clark.
Clark also states that the reason for
has ing men plas women and vice versa
is to show the impOrtanceof equality
between persons.
Josh Liseright, Grace Bauer,
Elizabeth Moore, Dana Packard. Tyler
Tamms Duffy and Thomas
Mills comprise this "kinky" cast.
Due to the language and intensity of
the production it ma) not be filling for
lamas stewing, hut as message is mean
ingful and true
Wopdles; watthes, and things
•.
7:- anifer rtraE'
"Who let this noodle in here'
Those are the words of Bloom r'ounts's Michael Binkles
l'ou might want to keep them in mind..
hese found one adsantage in living at home: 1 get.to see all
UIII,,1ii scess:as 1117 parents.
can handle the invitation to Parents and friends Weekend, and the invita-
tion to the Maine Center's programs.
But vzhen the Alumni Association mailed any fotks a brochure for
that's right, timepieces - I. well frankly. I was appalled
- These aren't just any timepieces-. Theie—ite
the mad the
watches
ones The official ones.
Yes, fellow mates, the watches boast a three-dimensional version of the
UMaine seal on a 14-karat gold-finished dial And "it's a Seiko."
Thes say it's accurate.to "within 15 seconds per-month.''
Ladies and gents. these watches are available in three - count 'em - styles.
But it seems that each watch has different features
The ladies' style has a three-year battery life while the men's style has a 
t 
five-
year battery life and is water resistant. T ' e. pocket watch have two-year bat•
tery life, and it doesn't hese a date dispsy or a secondhand.
Net you can hare one of these official watches for the low„losi, price of S195-:
Yes, each and esers one 5I95 a timepiece. .
They even hase an 800-number for orders_ My, my. ,
And speaking of 800-numbers, I believe that if you dialed 1-800I-AM-DUMB.
.,. 'you would receive every known Slim Whitman album, slice-o-matic. and
Christmas with Rich Littles.1.000 vcsice choir &asset te. And it's not evenHallo-
Ween. 1'm:1*cl! frankly, I'm appalled . .
I'm also appalled that "Wheel of Fortune" has resorted to music. fast Mt
and money in an attempt to find more "Wheel Watchers "
What ts this country going to?
Well, it's going to the place where your friendwill step in front of a motor--
cycle simply because he didn't really think of it as a mosing vehicle. _
And it's going to where you will follow this same friend and step in front
of a mosing truck simply because you want to get across the road, and you
TRUST this friend's judgment (I should add that this same friend owns an
unofficial pocket watch so I'm not sure he should be trusted I
Personally, I'm still questioning who the - real noodle is.
Janine Pineo is a junior journalism noodle who hopes her friend will talk
with her as before the truck incident
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Homecoming is the busiest and One
of the most interesting times of the year
at Pat's Piz's. •
Owner Pat Farnsworth and his son
Bruce said it not only means doing the
same amount of business in one
weekend which is normally done in two
weeks, but it also is a time when Univer-
sity of Maine alumni return to visit-the
old establishment
&Li that btattse-ci_ man
three days is not something we are look-
ing forward to. but it is a necessary .•
evil," said Pat Farnsworth, who. 56
years ago, founded what is now an eight
member franchise
. Four oisIslitiofial people hase been
hired-to work on the day shift and three
more for the night shift in order to be
ready for the expected customer
onslaught this weekend, his son said.
Both father and son said they were
unsure whether this year the) would
break the record of 1,995 pizzas sold in
one day. set
Homecoming.
• Although student drinking and par-
tying have been on the increase. said Pat
Farnsworth. no problems are expected.
"It's a cycle, like in a fraternity,
where some years you have a hell of *
good bunch of students andothers there
are a lot of bad ones," he said
two years ago at
Despite all the extra wort this will
mean, Bruce Farnswortb_said he expects
to see many old and familiar faces.
which is something he enjoys.
Farnsworth smiled as he remembered
a student a number of years back who
would order the same thing weekend
after weekend "without fajl:.”
"Every weekend between 12-1 a.m.,
he woukt order two cheese pizzas load-
- ed with hamburger and ketchup." he
said "I called him Cheeseburger."
Now Cheeseburger returns  every 
Homecoming. Farnsworth said, and sits
in the same seat and orders the same two
pizzas.
"Those are the kind of things that
make it all worth while." he said.
Pat Farnsworth said people are often
surprised to sec Pat's much the same
*ay as it had been when they left it. and
arc esen more surprised to see it being
run by the same people.
"They can't believe we're still in
business and that I'm still around after
all these years," he said.
Although the business must be.
modernized in such areas as °sem. he
said, one of their goals is to maintain the
atmosphere and interior the restaurant
has aissass had
"Instead of of going forward in time,
we try to get hack to the was It was
originally." he said
 
11.11/11•••••11111Mil, 
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photo by nous Vanderwride
Pat Farnsworth of Pat's Pizza looks forward to Homecoming.
Homecoming Events
8 a.m.
raduate "M" Club Breakfast
Stewart Commons
—tracts: 34 per person
-Sam Setak
581-1060
10 a.m.
Civil Engineering Brunch
-- 
Stewart Commons
All Maine Women and Senior Skulls
_ 
Alumni Homecoming Reception.
Memorial Union, Sutton lounge
Homecoming Queens and Campus Mayors
Alumni Homecoming Reception
Memorial Union, Coe 1.ounge
11 AM.
Tailgate Picnic Extravaganza
Prizes for best theme, most elegant, funniest
Homecoming Luncheon
▪ Front of Memorial Gym
Hosted by Graduate "M" Club
Open to everyone
Dutch Treat: $4 per person, payable at the tent.
_
12 p.m.
Pre-Game Parade and Highlights
Maine Women Alumnae
Senior Skull Alumni
—Homecoming Queen Alumnae
Campus Mayor Alumni
'87. Homecoming Queen and Court
UMaine Marching Band
Cheerleaders and Bananas
1 p.m.
1987 Homecoming Football Game
UMaine vs. Richmond
Order tickets from 581-1051
2 p.m.
!Ulf- lime Silow
Alumni Tailgate Picnic Awards
Student Service Award
(Presented by Fred Tarr '53)
Steve Gould Service Award
(Presented by UMaine President Dale Lick)
Presentation of the First Annual
Alumni Chapter of the Year Award-
(Presented by Ron Bishop '53 UMAA VP
4 p.m.
:Post-Game Receptions
Saturday,
October 17
2-Year LS&A Alumni
4-Year 1.S&A Alumni
Class of 1982„_ 5-year reunion 
Damn Yankee
Pizza PartyI1)J Dance
$5 per person / all you can eat
$2.50 for child under 12
Cash Bar: Beer, Wine, Soda
Class of 1977, 10-year reunion
Wells Commons Lounge
Pizza Party/DJ Dance
$5 per person / all you can eat
$2.50 for child under 12
Cash Bar: Beer, Wine, Soda
6 p.m.
College of Engineering and
Science Recognition Ban 
Hilltop Commons
Contact Norman Smith:
581-2216
7 p.m.
College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture Alumni
Homecoming Banquet
UMaine Black Bear Hall of
Fame Induction Banquet
8
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*Tail 
- of the football field, he. said
Fo'ger said UMaine's cheerleaders,
marching band, and Bananas the Bear
will be visiting the tailgating area. He
said the party will last "fromI tit:m:10-
noon with judging at cars taken place
at 1130 am.
He said he wished to remiltd students
that all state laws apply during the event.
e will discourage people from
staying in the area if we see they are lust
going there to drink," he said.
The W'WFX "The Fox" radio station
will be providing music for the parts,
Falser said
"I just want to encourage students to
go to the tailgating party, picnic with
their parents, enter the competition,_
drink only tolerable levels, and then to.
go and root for the Black Bears," he
said.
The tradition of tailgating has come
about since an uncanny number of peo-
ple drive-,to football games and spread
_ .
'continued from page ft
a feast out on the car backdoor so they
may eat before the game: car backdoors
are called tailgates.
•• Nancy Dysart. director of Alumni Ac7-
times. said people soon started to dress
up these tailgate mcnics with elegant lace
tablecloths and their best china. People
began to pick themes by which thes
could costume the car and themselves
..-"Noss. you're likely to see just about
anything at a tailgating party, anything
,goes,"she -said. •
The Alumni Association is sponsor-
ing a contest trypick the three cars which
best convey three criterion: the most
elegant picnic, the best thematic ap
proach of decorating the car, and the
tunniest a. erall picnic set-up.
Dysart said she was looking forward
..,.to a large attendance of students, facul-
ty, and UMaine alumni.
' "I want everyone to have a good
Sinn," she said.
Alfond lot almost done
or amok aro.
v,-
. USlaine Yisitors and students will be able to drive and park at the new
fond Arena parking Tot just in time-for the Heim-comma weekend.
It will he "unpainted, but driveable and parkablc service Ery -Friday night,"
said Tom Cole. director •of- Facilities Management
The construction that began in mid September was supposed to be finished
by last weekend, but the Thomas Dic.enzo Construction Company ran into
drainage problems
It took an extra two days to complete the additional drainage required' for
the parking lot. Cole said
The area will be used for parking and driving regardless at whether it is com-
pleted, said inwood Carsillc, Altand Arena manager
Candle does not anticipate damage to an unfinished parking lot. because
'SU
there is no high speed or hcasy traffic in the area
There will be *meeting on Friday morning to discuss if tailgate parties will
he allowed in the parking lot Signs will be posted near the parkins lot if tailgat
are prohibited. Cole said
Once the asphalt is laid, the area needs *couple of days to dry befor
parking sections can be painted. Cole said.
By next week, the parking lot should be completely finished and
for parking
the
altsbie
Eight to be inducted into '87 sports hail of ame
The new broadcasting voice of the
New Jersey Dellis professional hockey
.team. Gary Thorne, will be the master
of ceremonies for the second annual
University of Maine Sports Hall of
Fame dinner Saturdas. Oct 17 at 7 p.m.
in the Alt and Arena lounge. '
light persons will be inducted as new
members of the Sports Hall of Fame
which held its charter session last year
with the induction of five original
members
Thorne, originally from Oki Town,
has been sharing the broadcasting
responsibilities for the New York Stets
baseball team with Bob Murphy for the
past two years and has recently accepted
a position as play-by-play broadcaster
of the New Jersey Devils hockey games
over the New York Sports Channel on
television.
A practicing attorney and a former
professor in the College of Business at
the University. Thorne got his start in
broadcasting as a disc jockes at %VABI
in Bangor while still a high school stu-
dent He toot up sports broadcasting
while serving with the U.S. Army.
Those selected for the Hall of Fame
,eremoniec are (hark-' Akers, class of
UMAINE ALUMNI AND STUDENTS
WELCOME TO:
Sfi\IG'S
For a taste of the
Exotic Orient
Cahtote4e and
Polyht.dian ee4tauraht
out Lcrnqe
Eat in or Take out your
favorite Oriental cuiaine
_
- _
41 Washington Street Bangor, Maine 04401 947.83.08
1961, an NCAA All-American skier
who competed in the 196o and 1964
Olympics; Ann Turbsne Andrews. a
school and New England record-holder
in the shot put and Olympic team
member; Thomas "Skip" Uhappelle.
the school's only All-American basket-
ball player; Richard DeVarney, a short-
stop on the 1964 College World Series
team an baseball and a quarterback on
the 1965 Tangerine Bowl football team;
Francis C Lindsay, a former New
England and IC4A cross countr
champion
Also to be honored are Samuel .
— pr o I eysor anent us of ph ylasal educit ion
and athletics and a coach, administrator
and fund raiser for more than 40 )ears
at the Unisersiti; John Zollo. a Little
All-American Suard on the 1947 foot-
ball team; and Harry I. Richardson. a
state. Neu"' England and IC4A cross
country ghampion along with Francis
indsa
award for Richardson, who pass-
ed as in 1958, will be accepted by a
da shier. Mary Furtek of Caribou. .
A social hour will start at 6 p.m with
he dinner scheduled for 7 p.m.
The invocation will be given by
University of Maine President Dr Dale
'Lick and a welcome will be offered by
..Arhletic Director Dr. Kevin White
The ceremonies arc part of the annual
Homecoming Activities planned for the
weekend of ict 16- IS at the I. nisersits
Snack Bar
Open Monday thru Friday
7 a m. • 2:30 p.m.
Luncheon Specials
Mon, Cheeseburger Platter
Tue. Chicken Nugget Platter
Wad. Homemade Special
Thur. Hot Dog Platter
Fri. Scallop Platter
Come in and enjoy
Ben & Jerry's
Ice Cream
as well
'Breakfast includes a choice of five specials each day
•
•
SMART'S
AUTO
BODY
24 hr. Wrecker Service
Complete Automotive Care
827-2331, after hours 827-5364
• 
----*— 324 N. Main St., Old Town .•
• 
•
• 
•
• 
• ‘,... •
. 
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WASHINGTON (AP) -
poldical directorate of Nicaragua's Co
rebels offered Thursday to go
Managua fur dirmt talks with the left'
Sandinista government to arrange
cease-fire by a Nov. 7 deadline.
The surprise announcement, made
a brief Capitol Hill news conferenc
means that "we are starting today tl
hardball game" in testing Sandinis
commitment to a five-nation peace a
cord signed Aug. 7, said Alfredo Cesa
.a member of the directorate of tl
Nicaraguan resistance.
—So far the Sandinistas 'have be
able to comply with the easy part oft-
Italian F
(OMO, Italy (AP) — An kiln
airliner carrying 37 people on a fig
from Milan to West Germany crash'
in the foothills of the Italian Alps du
int a heavy rainstorm, authorities sai
There was no word from the crash si
on whether there were any survivors
Spokesmen for two fire departmen
conducting search efforts in the art
near Lake Como in northern Italy co
firmed the plane had gone down, b
said they could not pinpoint the cra
site.
Air traffic controllers lost conta
House appro
high-risk woi
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The Hot
voted Thursday to establish a new S
million program for the government
individually warn hundreds
thousands of workers each year tI
they face a high risk of cant= and otl
disabling diseases from exposure
hazardous substances on the job.
Voting. 225-106 largely along pa
Line's. Democrats pushed the "high -r
occupational and disease notificatio
bill through the House despite
threatened veto from President Reap
and vehement objections from busin
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World/US. News
Rebel directorate offers peace talks
SHINGTON (AP) The
ical directorate of Nicaragua's Con-
tra rebels offered Thursdas to go to
--/Managua forditect talks with the leftist
Sandinista gosernment tO arrange a
cease-fire by a NO% deadline.
The surprise announcement, made at
a brief Capitol Hill news conference,
means that "we are starting tdday the
hardball game" in testing Sandinista
commitment to a use-nation peace ac-
cord signed Aug. 7. said Alfredo Cesar,
a member of the directorate of the
Nicaraguan resistance.
SO far the Sandinistas have been
able to comply with the easy part of the
plan." by reopening some news media
outlets and taking other steps requited
by the peace plan, Cesar said
Another member of the directorate,
Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, read a state-
ment saying the group would "send to
Managua a delegation at the highest
level to demand or the Sandinista front
a direct dialogue with the resistance, to.
lead to an immediate cease-fire as is con-
templated in the peace agreement. "
Chamorro said the leaders of the four
other Central American countries that
signed the accord had been briefed on
the offer, and all "told us of their dect-
sion to support it "
The statement said that the resistance
"does not embrace the amnest%"- or
[erect by-the Sandinistas or the current
political process in Nicaragua
"Rather, it makes an extra Wort"
toward a cease-fire that could enhance
the peace process and stop bloodshed in
the country," Chamorro said.
The groan has asked Nicaraguan ('ar-
dinal Miguel Obando y Bras°, a leading
critic of the Managua regime, to serve
as an intermediars in arranging the trip
and setting up the talks.
Adolfo _ Calero, another Contra
leader, said the trip could not be made
until the Sandinistas approve of ii
The Sandinistas have in the past
steadfastly objected to direct talks with
the rebels-,- saying they are creatkircs of
U.S. policy and therefore any talks
should be with the United States. The
United. States has refused such an ar-
rangement. Contra leaders noted that
leaders in Guatemala and El Salvador
are talking directly with the rebel groups
in their countries, and said the gosern-
ment of Nicaragua should do the same.
"7If•they.don't change their mind, they
will be responsible for the failing of the
peace process in Central America:"
Chamorro said.
Italian plane crashes in northern Italy
COMO, Italy (AP) — An Italian
airliner carrying 37 people on a flight
from Milan to West Germany crashed
in the foothills of the Italian Alps dur-
ing a heavy rainstorm, authorities said.
There was no word from the crash site
on whether there were any survivors.
Spokesmen for two fire departments
conducting search efforts in the area
near Lake Como in northern Italy con-
firmed the plane had gone down, but
said they could not pinpoint the crash
site.
Au traffic controllers lost cornier
with Flight 460 of the state-run Alitalia
subsidiary ATI about 7:30 p.m. (2:30
p.m. EDT), 15 minutes after it had
taken off from Milan's linate Airport
for Cologne, West Germany, said airline
spokesman Roberto Panic°.
The plane was carrying 14 passengers
and three crewmembers. Panico said.
He could not immediately identify the
type of aircraft.
The Italian news agencies AGI and
ANSA described the plane as an ATR
12, a double-engine turboprop jet con-
structed for Alitalia jointly by the Italian
House approves bill to warn
high-risk workers of dangers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
ststed Thursday to establish a new S25
million program for the government to
indisidually warn hundreds of
thousands of workers each year that
they face a high risk of cancer and other
disabling diseases from exposure to
hazardous substances on the job.
Voting 225-106 largely along party
lines. Democrats pushed the "high-risk
occupational and disease notification"
bill through the House despite a
threatened seto from President Reagan
and vehement objections from business
groups fearing massive liability suits.
Republicans succeeded in attaching an
amendment by Rep. William- Dan-
nemeyer, R-Calif., that would
automatically include health-care
workers in the hightisk group because
of their possible exposure to the AIDS
Virus.
Dannemeyer said his amendment
would designate up to 4 million health
care workers who would automatically
be included in the "high-risk" group
because they might hase to deal with
AIDS patierts during their careers.
zz. Zzzzzzz-ZZ zzZ
Announcing the Establishment of the
111 -5- M.
University of Maine
Model United Nations Organization
(UMMUN)
The organization will be holding its first
meeting on Oct. 18th, 7:00 p.m., in the FFA Room
(Memorial Union). For more information, contact
either Terry Moore (581-4720), or Prof. Baktiari
(581-1869, 154 Little Hall). Election of the officers
will take place on Oct. 25th, 7:00 p.m., in the FFA
Room. Elections are open to all UMaine Students.
Pt
-
Aernalia firm and a French aerospace C'rezzo, near the small town of Barni
consortium. near Lake Como.
Spokesmen for the fire departments
in the towns of Lecco and Como, both
about 30 miles north of the financial
center of Milan, told The Associated
Press by telephone that rescue crews
were combing the mountainous area.
but had not yet ascertained where it
crashed
A(il and ANSA. quoting local police
sources, said the plane apparently went
down at the 2,300-foot level of Mount
The agencies said search and rescue
efforts were being hampered by the dris-
ing rains, wind and rough terrain.
They also said that no dwellings ap-
peared to have been struck in the crash,
area
occurred in a sparsely populatede
Officials at the Cologne-Bonn air
port, meanwhile, said they had inform-
ed relatives of the plane's passengers
that the aircraft had disappeared.
00000000000000000pop000000000
Public Policy and Management
0 UniNersity of Southern Maine
Two years of ituerdisciplinary study leading to a
master (lam degree in public policy and management
• offers a strong foundatiokin policy analysis and ,
public management
• provides opportunity for specialized concentration op-
tions in growth management, health 'human services,
and environment/natural resources
• addresses cutting edge issues in regional, state, and
local government
• Integrates economics, sociology, political science,
ethics, and law into total curriculum
• balar.ces theoretical studies..with practical applica-
tions, using the community, state and region as a
laboratory
PFM ',MAI I ('T ASSES. CREATIVE PROURA14•41...(.. •••.1) A I
OPPORTI %III FOR Ai.(1AA TT) Li- AtIFIS AST) 0E(1510"
MAKERS I Illtot CHOU T T iiiREGION
April icatitYtis nioss being accepted for
,September 1988
Part-time study options available
Contact: Office of the Director .
Public Policy and Management Program
- University of Southern Maine
9O Falmouth Street. Portland. ME 04103
(207)78Q-4380
•
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,Star returns to shine aLgifond
Weinrich plays tonight
by Saw lirstily
Last sear, L. nisersits of Maine hockes tans grew as-
customed to seeing Enc Weinrich wearing number use
for the blue and white of the Black Bears
Fridav night Weinnch will make his return to Al-
fond Arena but with a brand new uniform. This time
it's the red; white, and blue of the t nited States Olym-
pic hockey team.
' Despite being on the sisiting team. the former
1 Maine clef ensernan is looking forward to hitting the.
Alfond ice once again. _
"I've been waiting for this since we started."
Weinrich said. "There's .nothing like playing in AI-
fond. It's been a long wan to get here. ,
Although Weinrich as happy to be back at tAlaine.
he realizes he has a job to do.
"It's Just another game but it's special, to." he
said "Most of these guys are the same guys thati
played with last year_ It'll be tough to play against
them. Once the game starts, most of the file:Will+ goes
bs the wasside until after the game is met."
Weinrich also said that it will feel different playing
in Alfond for somebody besides the Black Bears.
"I'm sure we'll get some support. but Maine's the
team people cheer for." he said -It'll be tough be-
ing on the other side of the fence
Although UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh called the
game a "colossal mismatch," the former Black Bear
star doesn't expect UMame to roll user for the Olym-
pians
I'm sure thes 'II come out with a lot of emnrref*
• Hockey  
S
for Olympic team
rt,t,to Daus &Memel.*
MC %elands cools off at yesierday's practice.
and ready to piss." he said "They won't be in
awe We're not going to take them lightly"
The Black Bears will stack up well with the Olym-
pic squad according to Weinrich He said that the
Black Bears are about esen an the speed department
but that the Olympians base an ads antage because the
Black Bears hase set to play a game
'1 ties 'II probabls have some tough times, but those
things happen when you haYen't played a game."
he said
Weinrich, who scored his first goal for the Olsm-
pic team ednesdas against Adirondack of the
American Hockey League, said that his stint as an
Olsmpian hasn't been all fun and games
le% a lot of hard work," he said, "We're pretty
serious about what we're .
Weinrich said, so far. he's not tryinctO do too
much. He said he has. been concentrating on playing
good defense and not worrying about the offensive aid
of his game
Olympic Coach 1)as e Peterson has been pleased with
W'ritirich's roll and is expecting more out of the
20-year-old.
."Eric's a competent player." Peterson said. "He
got a big goal Iasi - bight (Wednesday) and hopefully
we'll sec more of that He's playing power plas for
us now and he'll play a more integral roll as time goes
on."
UMaine hockey fans are looking tO'see just what
kind of roll the former Black Bear will play.  Friday's
game was a quick sellout
"The crowds hese been realty supportive." he
said. "Altond's a great place to ;gay hockey. It's go-
ing to be rockin'.
Will Eric Weinrich's Alfond homecoming be
special?
"I'll be ready to play," he said
Other Olympians of note are
goaltender Mike Richter, formerly of
the University of Wisconsin, who will
start against the Black Bears Friday;
.Kestn Miller of Michigan State, who
was a thorn in UMaine's side during last
season, and Steve Leach, who saw ac-
tion for the Washington Capitals last
sear and is the brother of l'Alame Assis-
tant Coach Jas I each
Through 18 games, Miller leads the
national squad in, scoring, with five
goals and 11 assists. Janney has sex en
goals and se:en assists to his credit and
former 1984 Olympian Scott Fusco has
four goals and nine assists
According to Weinrich. the national
squad will employ four defenseman and
three of fensise lines for the remainder
of its schedule, while those who don't
Mame %rigor lleraelt Pere/mew ( i (-11(11( hills
Oct. 14-17, 8 pm
MATINEE Oct. 15,2 pm
Hauck Auditorium
Itiarsous wndup it tunan tniptit rass and J iii•iis•tra4g Nu's. at
•las s sexual moraltts
ti«trutis sasss tnwIttne %% alter Kerr. New Trwk
( all 5111-17SS kir reservations. Box (Mice at Maine Center kw the Arts.
Tickets may be available at the floor at periormances.
No timer tor Students with arts card.
see action will have two hours of skating
drills on game day.
And while this is the first time
Maine has faced an Olympic squad,
the Black Bears do have a good idea of
the national team's capabilities.
"\e- played against nnt of these
guys last year."Black Bear Guy Per-
ron said "To do well, we've got to be
ready to play.
"We know they're a good team,
we've got to play hit—We did last
season."
One advantage the Slack Bears base,
according to Peterson, is that UMaine
is able to direct all its effort into this one
contest.
teriatinee4 frost page 11
On the other hand, It's just another
game to the Olympians, who lease for
Boston after Friday's game for a Satur-
day contest with Northeastern
University
And, of course, the miraculous ac-
complishments of the 1980 gold medal-
vs inning Olympic squad cannot be
forgotten. though Peterson sass he feels
no pressure
"I don't think what happened in 'SO
puts any pressure on us,"_Peterson
said. "I don't feel any undue pressure
because of it.
"One of our strong points is that our
lineup has remained pretty steads We
`lase a group of yen fine amateurs
BEVERAGE
WAREHOUSE, INC.
UNDER DUBAY AUTO PARTS
DOWNTOWN ORONO
CHECK 
866-2533
THESE HOMECOMING SPECIALS
Pepsi Product Cans
$1.99 6 pack $7.79 case
Pius ray & cleposo
1
Lite
, 12 pack
$5.99
Plus tax & ,2 12 oz ca
Miller Genuine
Draft
12 pack
Pius tax & del) 12-12 or cans
Milwaukee's
Best
12 pack
Pius fa. & lec 24 12 oz cans
$3.99
Busch
Suitcase $9.99
—1 SALE Thursday. Sunday I—
OPEN I AM 
— 11 PM M
-W11 AM—MIDNITE TH-SAT.
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Field ha
ay Eke Ileariee
POrti. Writer
ThelltirveliR y oTMaifleflddhockC
team will try to get its offensiv
chemistry together this weekend as th
Black Bears take on the University
I owell
Maine is coming off a 3-0 victory ova
C W Post That win snapped a lot
game losing streak that had Black Bea
Coach Jeri Waterhouse and her tear
sery frustrated
"We have struggled offensively a
year," Waterhouse said "We haven
quite had the chemistry.
Rca
4--- It seems that whenever I get in-
-to a consersation about Universi-
. ty of Maine spirit, the word
"apathy" always seems to creep
, in.
Well I'm sick-of hearing this
'term, and if it is aptly used to
describe to student body's
behavior after this Homecoming
Weekend, I can say but one word
to UMaine students WAKE
Homecoming is probably the
most imkirtant weekend of the
year at UNtainc. But many people
have falsely assumed that
 
 Homecoming is an es cm designed
-4- exelusisely for Alumni, NOT
SO!!! Homecoming is an opgxir
t unity for students new and old to
celebrate every facet of UMaine
For those of you wondering,
there is a lot more to do during
Homecoming Weekend than drink
yourself into oblivion at the
nearest available dorm room.
fraternity or off-campus party.
Fat be it for me to sway anyone
from drinking this weekend I
realize, Just as everyone else does.
that partying is a big part of
Homecoming. But rather than
spend all day recovering from the
night before, make a supreme ef-
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Field hockey team to meet ULowell
ST MIN kW..
!s Wrster
The-University a mak* field hockey
team will try to get its offensive
chemistry together this wfekend as the
Black Bears take on the University of
1 (swell
Maine is coming off a 3-0 sictory over
C.W Post That win snapped a four
game losing streak that had Black Bear
Coach Jeri Waterhouse and her team
sers frustrated.
e hase struggled offensivels all
sear," 94 atethouse said. "We hasen't
quite had the chemistrs
•'We have tried 'switching people
around hut we still hese not jelled, 'she
said
"Maybe scoring three goals against C.
W Post ifitlfbrenk us out 01117 The
said
ast Saturday the bears began their
three game road trip against Lock
Haven —
Maine goalkeeper Sue Hannigan kept
Maine in the game by equaling a school
record of 28 saves Maine's Charlene
Martin scored a second half goal to knot
the score at I-1.
Maine's bad luck continued as Lock
Hasen•s Paula Stevens scored in over-
time to give her team the victory.
Heather Simpson
h seems that whenever I get in-
-to itcon•ersai ion about Univers'-
. ty of Maine spirit, the word
"apathy" always seems to creep
in.
Well I'm sick -of hearing this
term, and if it is aptly used to
describe to student body's
behavior after this Homecoming
Weekend, I can say but one word
to UMaine students..WAKF
UP!!!.
Homecoming is probably the
most irrwortani weekend of the
year at UNIaine But many people
hase falsely assumed that
Homecoming is an es cat designed
exclusively for Alumni, NOT
SO!!! Homecoming is an oppor- .
-.tunny for students new and old to--
celebrate every facet of UMaine
for those of you wondering,
there is a lot more to do during
Homecoming Weekend than drink
yourself into oblivion at the
nearest available dorm room,
fraternity or off-campus party.
Far be it for me to sway anyone
from drinking this weekend.
realize, just as everyone else does,
that partying is a big part of
Homecoming. But rather than
spend all day recovering from the
night before, make a supreme ef•
fort to attend some kind of _
Homecoming esent
For those of you who cop out
of Homecoming on the excuse that
you don't get into sports, there are
several non-athletic events spon-
sored this weekend. The Crafts
Fan will he held in the fieldhouse
again this sear, "Ain't
Misbehas in" will he playing at the
Maine Center for the Arts, there
will he tailgating by Alfond Arena.
a Homecoming Parade, and the
Maine Masque will he putting on
its production of "Cloud 9. "
Now with all this going on I
have a suggestion-for those of you
Who are still sitting and pouting
thinking that UMaine is dull and
boring I ale a walk in Wale of the
dorms this weekend, you will pro-
bably see numerous signs with any
number of UMaine slogans, and it
you don't see a sign, make one, it
should alleviate your boredom. Or
go to the foot ball or hockey game,
there is no hope for you if you find
them dull and boring. In short, if
you've been searching for
somethini to do at UMaine and
can't find it this weekend, chances
are you never will.
Heather Simpson o a member of
the Student 4ssociation
Bass Shoe Outlet
sfthe Maine Square.Hog-an-RoadBang
Bring this coupon and receive $5.00 off
l or
any regular priced shoe.
Open Sun. 9-5
M-S 9-9
f„rit1 )
•
'4 tot14
Hours, 10-5
24 fVtain St.
orono
Making room for new
tapestries
All tapestries in stock
at a. low price of ONLY
$10.00
Sale runs Sat. 17 and
Mon. 19 only
Against Hofstra University, the Black
Bears quickly fell behind 3-0 on a series
of mistakes.
Once again Martin scored the lone
Maine goal as thefinal score was 3-I.
Columbus Day proved to be the lucky
day for the Bears as they beat C W.
Post 3-0. One more time Martin was the
icebreaker for Maine when she came up
with her 25th career goal to give Maine
the lead.
In the second period Maureen Mar-
tin (Char's twin sister) scored her first
collegiate eoal.
Sophomore Anh (Ioldfine added her
sixth goal of the season to cap the
victor).
"At least now we're headed in the
right direction." said Watereouse.
She said that the way things arenow,
her team would probably not be con-
sidered for post season play. She
pointed out, however, that Maine still
has to play the nation's two top teams.
"When this team gets going well,
anything can happen:7 she said.
"There is a lot of parity among the na-
tion's top twenty teams "
Maine will take on 1 owell at 10 a.m
Saturday in Lowell
The Daily Maine Campus
needs volunteer writers for
sports, news, and feature
stories.
rArAnow
h
YANKEE SHOE REPAIR, INC.
11 Water St. Downtown Bangor
942-3184
STUDENTS: GET READY FOR WINTER
Shoe and Boot Repairs 
In most cases three day service
Store Hours 8-4:30 Mon-Fri
Open Sunday 12-5
WELCOME
-STUDENTS, FACULTY, &
ALUMNI FOR HOMECOMING!
Save up to 40% OFF
On Name Brand Outerwear
and Clothing
Two stores under one roof
THE MAINE COAT TOWN
DAVID SKLAR MENSWEAR
The Sklar family serving the '
clothing needs of the
University of Maine
for 65 years
Behind McDonalds
Maine Square Mall, Hogan Rd, Bangor
Open Friday until 8 p.m., 942-7661
11-
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UMaine to tangle with Spiders Sat
Op lave Grisly
'Slat' A'• 't,,
After two consecutise losses at the
hands of non-conference foes, the
1:nisersity of Maine football team gets
back to its Yankee Conference schedule
with a Homecoming Weekend
showdown with the Unisersits of Rich-
mond that could turn out to be one of-
the biggest games of the year for both
clubs.
The Black Bears are atop the con-
ference with a 3-0 record but Richmond
is close on their heels at 3-1.
Once again, Coach Tim MorphOs ex-
pecting an exciting game for what
should be a huge Homecoming
gathering. r • •
"Richmond . is. a fine footisall
team." he said "This game will 'go a •
-long way toward deriding the N ankee
Conference championship. I think it will
be an excellent game. "
The Spiders are led bs. tailback Erwin
Matthews. who is aseraging 103.5 yards
rushing per game. His backfield mate is
fullback T. . Morgan who is as eraging
5.7 yards a carry.
The quarterback situation for the
Spiders is still unsettled. Last week -, in
a 41-3 loss to James Madison Unicersi-
ty. Richmond used three quarterbacks,
all of whom threw an interception.
Sophomore Chad Grier started the game
and was spelled by redshirt freshman
Am, Veldt:made
The football team warms up for its game Swards, against Rielramoad.
Jeff Snead and freshman Austin
Neuhoff. The three combined for 181
yards passing on 11 completions in. 34
attcmpts.
fast week the Black BeafSplayed
on both sides of the ball hut turnos s
cost them the sictors.
Quarterback Mike Buck d wide
receiser Sergio Hebra hot had their
customary good games ck was 28-48
in the air for 117 said nd Hebra haul-
ed in nine passes fu 82 yards. Flanker
Jeff Knox was a a prime target, snag-
ging ses en El aerials tor a career-high
127 yards
r 16. 1987 i
the ack Bear defense also played
well with -linebacker. Mike Denim),
t k Scott Nason. and strong safety
oh Sterling leading the way.
-- On the injury from, luiebacka Nick
—Penna and flanker Steve Roth are listed
as questionable for Saturdas's game.
()ftensise gu4rd Rob Noble. center Tom
_ McDonald., free safety Paul Woodstock,
and fullback Jeff Cosgrose are all ex-
pected to see action, r
.1 he Black Bears and Spiders have
gotten together three talks since 1984
with the Spiders winning twice. Last
scar the Black Bears won 26-11.
1987-88 HOCKEY EAST COACHES P0111.
I. University of Maine (5) -L 64 points
2. University of Lowell (1) — 48-points
3. Boston College (I) — 37 points
4. Boston University — 35 points
5. Northeastern University — 33 points,
6. Providence College — 26 points
7, -University--of Nev. Hampshire — 16 points
(First place votes in parentheses)
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Large turr
by "agar Orval
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Thjs---'ciar's University of
eine Homecoming was a suc-
cess due to a large turnout and
tremendous participation in all
scheduled e % ents
According to Nanc• Dytart,
ditector of Alumni- Actisities
"All of the e‘etlIS were fan-
tastic and student-participation
was °sem helming "
Homecoming actisities kick -
ea off at 8 a.m. Saturday with
the traditional Graduate "M"
Club Breakfast Siker and
(told !sl men were honored for
their past athletic achiesements
at the unisersits
Dysart said it. Was the largest
turnout eser with about 175
people attending.
. The tailgate picnic was a site -..
Less and was spoiled only by the
football team's lots.
"There were no pro-
- blems," said Brud Folger,
director of , Athletic Promo- sr
tions. "It %as great'. it was
much
and e1
One
the
Howe
ding 4
them(
ciegar
Despite val
W B. Milo ',atrial'
All in all it wasn'i a bait performance t,
sity of Maine hockey team. s s
No, considering that dim opporien'
States Olympic squad. came into the I•
-cr•Iten havintr •Iready;flayed s,19 games
ed a couple of wins os er NHT squads.
ing it was the season opener tor the. B
wasn't a bad showing at all. .•
In fact.) the result svasn't decided ur
Kes in Miller tallied it'shorthanded goal
three minutes remasiting in the game tc
out of reach at 4-1,
ACSUM
Members of the union (s( %1 hek
a falls Intik. during • hich the.. an
•
